
Question 3 

Superstore is a 24-hour grocery store.  For safety reasons, Superstore has installed 
bright lights in its parking lot that turn on in response to loud noises.  The lights turn on 
several times a week, especially during the night, and have caused neighboring 
homeowners to complain of loss of sleep and various adverse health consequences.

One night, Ned and Carl exited Superstore, each carrying a heavy bag.  Ned is the 
publisher of a local newspaper and Carl is a business consultant.  As they exited, they 
accidentally bumped into each other, each causing the other to drop his bag and spill its 
contents.  A loud argument ensued.  Ned took several steps toward Carl; Carl threw an 
orange at Ned and grazed his pant leg without injuring him; and Ned punched Carl in 
the stomach.  The loudness of the argument caused the lights in the parking lot to turn 
on.  Soon, a Superstore security guard arrived and restored order. 

The next day, Ned published an account of the incident, calling Carl a “coward and a 
liar.”  Carl experienced a substantial decrease in business consulting thereafter.

1.  What tort claim or claims can Ned reasonably bring against Carl, and what defense 
or defenses can Carl reasonably raise?  Discuss. 

2.  What tort claim or claims can Carl reasonably bring against Ned, and what defense 
or defenses can Ned reasonably raise?  Discuss. 

3.  What tort claim or claims can the neighboring homeowners reasonably bring against 
Superstore?  Discuss. 
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ANSWER A TO QUESTION 3 

1.NED V. CARL
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ASSAULT 

Defined, supra. Here, Ned and Carl first "accidentally bump into each other." Since this 

was an accident, there was no intent, and therefore this did not constitute ASSAULT. 

However, then "Carl threw an orange at Ned and grazed his pant leg." Throwing a 

physical object at another person reasonably causes apprehension of an immediate 

harmful or offensive contact. Since Ned subsequently punched Carl, he was clearly put 

in apprehension. CARL IS LIABLE FOR ASSAULT. 

BATTERY 

Defined, supra. Note: the contact does not need to be made by the defendant directly; it 

may be achieved by an instrumentality. Also, for the purposes of BATTERY, the 

physical contact may be to anything closely associated with a person, such as their 

clothes. 

"Carl threw an orange at Ned and grazed his pant leg." Since Carl threw the orange "at 

Ned," Carl demonstrated intent to cause the orange to make physical contact with Ned. 

"But for" Carl's throwing the orange, Ned (via his pant leg) would not have suffered 

offensive physical contact; thus Carl caused the contact with Ned. Having a piece of 

fruit thrown at one would constitute offensive contact. Since Carl intentionally caused 

offensive physical contact with Ned, the person of another, CARL IS LIABLE FOR 

BATTERY. 

 



DEFENSE TO ASSAULT AND BATTERY
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SELF-DEFENSE 

A person is entitled to protect him/herself with the degree of force necessary, if he 

reasonably believes another will imminently commit a violent act against him/her. 

Carl will argue that when "Ned took several steps toward Carl," Ned was put in 

reasonable apprehension of imminent violence. Carl's response of throwing an orange 

was not deadly force, and will probably be considered reasonable under the 

circumstances. Though it appears that Carl was an equal initiator of the verbal 

confrontation, he did not cause Ned any apprehension of violence. THUS CARL'S 

ARGUMENT OF SELF-DEFENSE WILL BE SUCCESSFUL. 

2.CARL V. NED 

ASSAULT 

A tortuous ASSAULT is the intentional placing of another in reasonable apprehension of 

immediate harmful or offensive contact. The plaintiff must be apprehensive.  

Here, Ned and Carl first "accidentally bump into each other." Since this was an 

accident, there was no intent, and therefore this did not constitute ASSAULT.  

However, during a "loud argument," "Ned took several steps toward Carl" and Carl's 

response was to throw an orange at Ned. Given the context of the argument, Ned's 

taking several steps would reasonably put Carl, another, in apprehension of harmful or 

offensive contact.  

NED IS LIABLE FOR ASSAULT. 

BATTERY 

A tortuous BATTERY is the intentional causing of harmful or offensive contact to the 

person of another. 



Ned "punched Carl in the stomach." When someone punches another in the stomach, 

intent is self-evident. "But for" Ned's punch, Carl would not have suffered harmful 

physical contact; thus Ned caused the contact with Carl. A punch in the stomach is 

inherently harmful contact. Since Ned intentionally caused harmful contact to Carl, the 

person of another, NED IS LIABLE FOR BATTERY. 

DEFENSE TO ASSAULT AND BATTERY
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SELF-DEFENSE 

A person is entitled to protect him/herself with the degree of force necessary, if he 

reasonably believes another will imminently commit a violent act against him/her. 

Ned will argue that when "Carl threw an orange at Ned and grazed his pant leg," Ned 

was put in reasonable apprehension of imminent violence. However, Ned's response to 

a grazed pant leg was disproportionate, and Ned escalated the altercation to deadly 

force by punching Carl in the stomach. NED'S ARGUMENT OF SELF-DEFENSE WILL 

FAIL. 

DEFAMATION 

DEFAMATION is the publication to a third party of information "of and concerning the 

plaintiff" that is false and harms the plaintiff's reputation.

LIBEL is publishing the defamatory information in a manner that is fairly permanent, 

e.g., in a newspaper. 

Normally, special damages do not need to be proved for any form of LIBEL, but they are 

certainly presumed for LIBEL PER SE. LIBEL PER SE is libelous publication of 

defamatory information that alleges:  

i) Unchastely 

ii) Commission of a crime of moral turpitude 

iii) A person is incompetent in his business or profession OR 



iv) A loathsome disease (traditionally leprosy or a venereal disease) 

Here, Ned "published an account of [the altercation between him and Carl]" and in the 

newspaper publication called Carl a "coward and a liar." This information was "of and 

concerning" Carl, and it was published to third parties (the newspaper's readers). Ned 

had nothing on which to base the allegation that Carl was a liar, and thus the 

information was false. Since Carl "experienced a substantial decrease in business 

consulting thereafter," it is arguable that the decrease was a result of the allegation. The 

publication clearly harmed Carl's reputation. Since being a "coward and a liar" clearly 

implies that a person is not competent as a business consultant, Ned's publication 

constitutes LIBEL PER SE and Carl does not need to prove special damages. Since 

Carl was not a public personality and this occurrence was not of public concern, there 

are no constitutional elements to be dealt with.  

DEFENSES TO DEFAMATION
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Ned will argue that he had the limited privileges of publishing an opinion, and of 

publishing a report of a public incident. However, Ned surpassed and thus made 

ineffective these privileges by showing malice, a reckless indifference to the truth or 

falsity of the allegations. NED'S DEFENSES TO DEFAMATION WILL FAIL. 

INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS (IIED) 

IIED is the intentional or reckless causing of severe emotional distress as a result of 

outrageous conduct ("beyond all decency tolerated by society").  

The reasonable person knows that publishing an allegation in a newspaper that a 

businessperson is a "coward and a liar" is likely to cause that businessperson severe 

emotional distress. Thus, Ned's publishing this allegation to the readers of a local 

newspaper was done in a reckless or intentional manner. Publication of such a lie would 

constitute outrageous conduct. 



NED IS LIABLE FOR IIED.
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3.HOMEOWNERS V. SUPERSTORE 

NUISANCE 

A PRIVATE NUISANCE is a nontrespassory interference with a land possessor's use or 

enjoyment of his property. Bright lights are nontrespassory, but have been causing 

homeowners "loss of sleep and various adverse health consequences." Thus the lights 

have been interfering with the homeowners' use and enjoyment of their property. Since 

the homeowners have "complained," SuperStore has knowledge of the adverse effects, 

and the THE HOMEOWNERS MAY PURSUE AN ACTION IN INTENTIONAL TORT 

FOR PRIVATE NUISANCE AGAINST SUPERSTORE. 



ANSWER B TO QUESTION 3 

Ned v Carl
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Assault 

Assault is placing another in reasonable apprehension of imminent harmful touching. 

Here Ned and Carl got into an argument at a supermarket.  Ned will argue that Carl 

assaulted him when he threw an orange at him.  Ned will state that after a heated 

exchange and Carl raising his arm to throw the fruit that he was in apprehension of 

imminent harmful contact.  This will prevail because the act of raising your arm to 

volitionally throw something towards someone will be sufficient to sustain a claim for 

assault. 

Battery 

Battery requires the intentional harmful offensive touching of another without consent or 

privilege. 

Here we have Carl throwing an orange at Ned after an argument.  This fulfills the 

elements required for a battery because when Carl raised his arm, it was a volitional 

movement to throw the item at Ned, which satisfies the intentional element.  The 

harmful and offensive touching occurred when Carl threw the fruit at his body.  The facts 

indicate that the fruit grazed his pants but this will be sufficient to constitute offensive 

touching.  There was no consent as Ned did not ask Carl to throw the fruit.  Carl will be 

liable for battery. 

Defense 

Consent 

Consent can be implied when one engages in harmful conduct with another.



Here Carl will argue that Ned consented to the harmful contact as he engaged in the 

argument and subsequent events that occurred.  He will argue that his participation in 

the altercation will imply consent to the battery.  This will likely not prevail as an 

argument. 

Self Defense
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Self defense is reasonable steps taken to prevent harm to oneself. 

Here Carl will argue that he was acting in self defense as Ned was approaching him.  

He will state that there had been a heated argument and Ned approached him as the 

initial aggressor and as such he had a reasonable belief he would be harmed.  This may 

likely prevail as the fact indicate that it was a heated argument and a person 

approaching you as it escalates would cause a reasonable apprehension that self 

defense is necessary. 

Carl v Ned 

Assault 

Defined Supra. Here Carl will argue that Ned assaulted him as he took several steps 

toward him after they were arguing.  Carl will argue that it was reasonable apprehension 

because they had just had a heated argument and he did not know Ned and when Ned 

took steps advancing upon him he was in reasonable apprehension of imminent harm.  

Carl will likely prevail in this argument and Ned will be liable for assault. 

Battery 

Defined Supra. Here the facts indicate that after Carl threw an orange at Ned, Ned 

punched him in the stomach.  The elements for battery are met because it was 

intentional as punching someone in the stomach is a volitional act.  This would be 

harmful and offensive touching because it would hurt and there would be no consent as 



he did not ask to be punched or indicate that he wanted to be punched.  Ned will be 

liable for battery. 

Defamation
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Defamation requires a defamatory statement by D, of or concerning P, published to a 

third party who understands it to refer to P, and damage to the reputation.  A 

defamatory remark is one that causes a person to be shunned, hated, loathed or 

avoided or causes injury to a person reputation.   

Slander/Libel 

A statement is slander if it is spoken and libel if it is printed.  A statement is libel on its 

face or slander per se if it imputes a loathsome disease, a want of chastity, a crime of 

moral turpitude or is injurious to one's occupation. If the person defamed is a public 

figure and the matter is of public concern they must prove falsity and fault.  If person is 

private figure and the matter is of private concern the P must prove fault and mere 

negligence. 

Here Carl will bring an action against Ned for defamation.  Carl will argue that the 

statement that he was a liar and a coward was defamatory and damaged his reputation.  

He will further argue that when he published it in the newspaper that he worked for, it 

was publicated to a third party and that he used his name and described the incident 

would cause others to understand that it was referred to him.  Carl will argue that his 

business and reputation was damaged in this publication.  Carl will argue that this 

statement is libel because it was printed and in a permanent form and widely read.  He 

will further assert that this statement was libel on its face because Ned said he was a 

coward and a liar.  Carl will argue that as a business consultant his customers expect 

honesty and to publicly call him a liar is deliberately injurious to his occupation.  The 

courts may not determine that this is an "on its face" statement because Ned did not 

specifically state that he could not perform his occupation or was inept directly, 



therefore Carl will have to prove special damages and will not get presumed damages 

for a statement being libel on its face. 

Fault
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Fault requires proving malice.  Malice is knowledge of falsity or entertaining serious 

doubts as to the truthfulness before publishing something. 

Here Carl will argue that Ned was acting with malice as he was maliciously and 

recklessly printing the incident and calling him injurious names after the altercation.  

Carl will assert that he was negligent in printing the statement as he had a duty as a 

professional newsman to accurately report the news and not incidents that he 

embellished out of spite.  Carl will prevail in this argument. 

Damages 

Carl will show that he was injured in his occupation as a result of Ned's negligent 

publication.  He will show that his business has substantially declined as a result of the 

remarks made by Ned.  Carl will be entitled to general damages that he can show as a 

result and possibly punitive damages as the statements were made negligently and 

maliciously. 

Ned's Defense 

Battery/Assault 

Self Defense-supra. Ned will argue that his use of force upon Carl was warranted as it 

occurred during a heated argument and he was in reasonable apprehension of being 

harmed by Carl.  This will not prevail because Ned exceeded the scope of his defense 

by being the initial aggressor and using more force than was given.  He will be liable for 

the assault and battery. 

 



Privileged Opinion
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Ned will argue that his statements were opinion and as such he was entitled to make 

the statements.  This will not prevail because opinions are actionable if they appear to 

be based on fact, as with the case here. 

Homeowners v Supermarket 

Nuisance  

Nuisance requires the interference with enjoyment or possession of property.  Persons 

can seek public nuisance action or private nuisance action. 

Public Nuisance 

Public Nuisance requires a substantial interference with the enjoyment and possession 

of property by the community at large and the P suffered a particular type of injury that 

is different from the public. 

The homeowners will bring a claim of public nuisance against the store as the bright 

lights are interfering with their sleep and causing health problems.  Homeowners will 

argue that the use of lights is excessive and an unreasonable interference.  This will 

likely not prevail as the courts will look to the utility of the harm verses the interference 

and determine that bright lights a few times a week is not a substantial interference.  

Further the homeowners could use room darkening shades to mitigate the effect of the 

lights.  Further, Supermarket will argue that this claim is a claim shared by the public at 

large and there is not an individual claim that is distinct and therefore they are not liable.  

The courts will likely agree as it is in a matter of public safety to prevent harm to others 

and lights on occasionally at night are not unreasonable interference and there are not 

individual damages.  Supermarket will not be liable for public nuisance.



Private Nuisance
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Private Nuisance requires a substantial and unreasonable interference with the right to 

enjoyment and possession of property in rightful possession and damages. 

Here the homeowners will argue that the use of bright lights several times a week is 

harmful to their sleep and health.  The store will counter that the lights are not 

substantial and unreasonable interference as it occurs occasionally and during the 

middle of the night and the gravity of the harm sought to be prevented, injury to 

customers or people on the premises is a greater utility than homeowners placing 

darkening shades on their windows.  The courts will likely decide that this interference is 

not substantial enough to sustain a private nuisance claim. 

Negligence 

Negligence requires duty breach, actual cause and proximate cause and damages. 

Duty  

A duty is owed to act as a reasonable person would in the same or similar situation.  

Under the Andrews view a duty is owed to all of society and under the Cardoza view a 

duty is owed to foreseeable P's in the zone of danger. 

Here Homeowners will argue that a duty is owed to act as a reasonable neighbor and 

not create a harmful and interfering situation.  Under the Andrews and Cardoza view, 

duty is met. 

Breach 

Breach is falling below the standard of care. 



Here Homeowner will argue that store fell below the standard of care when they shined 

the bright lights in their windows several times per week.  Store will argue that the 

gravity of risk harm is not outweighed by the utility of keeping the lights on. 

Actual Cause
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Actual cause is established with the but for test.  But for D's acts, the harm would not 

have occurred.   

Homeowners will argue that but for the bright lights on several times nightly they would 

not be sleep deprived and have health problems. 

Prox Cause 

Prox cause requires D is liable for all foreseeable results of their conduct.

Homeowners will argue that it is a foreseeable event that they would lose sleep over 

bright lights shined into their windows several times per week.  

Damages 

Damages are injuries suffered by breach of duty by D. 

Here homeowners will argue that they suffered damages in loss of sleep and adverse 

health effects from the bright lights.  Homeowners will likely prevail in their negligence 

claim against store as opposed to their nuisance claim and Store will be liable for their 

damages. 


